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The proven and durable Newlong NP7A sewing head provides a high speed, 
cost effective solution for closing paper, plastic and net bags.  

Specifications
 4-7 Seconds per bag.
 8.5mm fixed stitch length.
 Needle: DN x 1-25.
 5.3kg total weight with thread.
 60W Drive Motor.
 240 Vac power supply
 Suitable for Kraft paper, cotton, hessian, jute, woven cloth,  plastic  
 and other bag materials.
 12V or 110V power supplies to order.
 Pneumatic motor for hazardous environments

Part No. : NPS700

Thread Cones
 (new813)  10kg Polyester Thread 5S/12                    £28.49 per cone 
 (new811)  1.5kg Polyester Thread 12S/5                     £4.32 per cone
 (new810)  200g Polyester Thread 12s/4 fold              £0.60 per cone
 
 All thread prices delivered free of charge within England & Wales 

when ordered by the box.

This versatile stitcher can also be used in a fixed head 
role with Walthambury sack conveyors and automation 

equipment to increase productivity and drive down costs.

Key Benefits of an NP7 Fixed Head Solution  
 Precise sewing head/conveyor speed synchronisation by an adjust 

 able pulley between sewing head and motor. 
 High quality cast alloy construction for heavy duty use. 
 Integral oil lubrication system. 
 Automatic stitcher start and stop and pneumatic thread cut off
 ensuring economic thread usage.
 Fully height adustable to suit any bag size 

Optional Extras
 Mechanically operated thread cut off.
 10kg cotton cone holder.
 Wide range of conveyors and other automation equipment.
 Powered height adjuster 

Suppliers of WEIGHING & BAGGING MACHINES, PALLETISERS, 
CONVEYORS, SACK SEALING EQUIPMENT and SPARES 

SMC-Festo-Univer-Camozzi
  Telemecanique-Merlin  Gerin-Weidmüller-Sarel-Lambda-Balluff 

IMO-Mitsuibishi-Omron-Klockner Moeller
Bearings-Motors-Gearboxes-Pulleys-Belts-Sprockets-Chain-Rollers
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£250.00
+ VAT and P&P£250.00
+ VAT and P&P
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